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SUMMARY
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SHARING YOUR OBJECTIVES
In line with recent discussions we are setting ourselves the task of meeting your objectives to create
an efficient, energetic catering service that reflects the expectations of your employees and offers
improved value for money encouraging more of your associates to use the facility.
Following our conversations with the individual clients our shared key objectives are to provide:
•

A consistent, quality managed catering service

•

An improved range of meals that are fresh, better quality, and attractively presented Hospitality 		
menus that reflect the quality of TKMAXX and importance of your customers

•

Visible, regular, effective operational support

•

Excellent customer care

•

Training and development for the team

•

Open and honest relationship

FOOD SERVICE DEVELOPMENT
Our proposal focuses on the introduction of a modern menu, great food presentation, quality, and an
ongoing marketing campaign that engages and inspires customers.
The introduction of meal deals and repeat purchase discounts will encourage visit frequency, spend and
rewards loyalty.
Our aim is to drive uptake and sales through effective marketing and merchandising and deliver a service
that meets the needs and expectations of the TKMAXX associates work force throughout the day.

MARKETING & IDENTITY
Choosing the abm “Mint & Salt Co.” brand for your catering will guarantee unrivalled attention, expert
support and most importantly a service tailored specifically to reflect TKMAXX and your core values.
We are an independent company managing food services across a number of sectors including,
business and industry, healthcare, stadia and education.
Our independence, passion and culture enables us to focus our entrepreneurial ability and
responsiveness enables us to compete favourably against our larger competitors who are unable to
match our outstanding level of personal service.

Introducing our “Mint & Salt Co.” branding and marketing material, will deliver a clean, fresh and
consistent image to each site.
Innovative promotions – will be driven in conjunction with the local teams and our marketing department
who will provide a marketing and retail calendar. All marketing will be subtle, supporting and promoting
our food.
We will use a combination of loyalty cards, bundled deals, meal deals, promotions, posters, table talkers
and themed events to increase consumer footfall, service and product awareness and satisfaction.

Launching a new service at TKMAXX represents a fantastic opportunity for us to further demonstrate
how our innovation and creativity combined with our desire and commitment can deliver a truly
exceptional service.
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FOOD SERVICE OBSERVATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
INNOVATION MOT

Following the visits to the three individual sites we have made the following observations:

Whilst we are working all the time to make sure you have the latest and best of our offers and innovation
once a year we stop the clock and undertake a complete 360 degree review of the offer and operation,
an MOT if you like, to make sure you have the best of what we can do.

WAKEFIELD
•

The catering team had a very good rapport with the day to day client and associates

MOBILISATION

•

Cleanliness was good throughout the facility

In consultation with TKMAXX we will develop a site specific mobilisation planner identifying all key areas
of activity, who is responsible and when the tasks are to be completed.

•

Marketing was out dated and need a complete overhaul

•

Menu content - Lunch service was unimaginative with little effort shown in the daily selections

•

Salad bar lacked choice and was unappetising and the pre-made salad was overpriced

•

The granola and yoghurt selection again did not offer good value for money.

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
Our Operations Manager is pivotal to the success of the service. He will draw on his experience and
expertise of similar contracts to ensure the correct level of support is consistently provided.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
We are committed to the highest levels of customer satisfaction, the higher their appreciation, the more
they spend. We will introduce a training program to develop customer care skills within our team leading
to improved interaction and an overall meal experience that is memorable for all the right reasons!

FINANCE
Our financial proposal offers a competitive price whilst enabling us to deliver a first class service.
We have taken into consideration the information you have provided and have used our experience
to make educated assumptions where required.

WALSALL
•

Breakfast service was very popular

•

The staffing seemed to be short on the day of our visit leading to long queues at the till

•

The lunch service was very quiet, only 15 customers in the first hour of service

•

The roast dinner was covered with silver foil, discoraging associates to purchase

•

The pre-made selection of sandwiches & baguettes were dull and labelled unprofessionally

•

Marketing was non existent, no loyalty rewards, table talkers, planned theme events on display.

•

The 4 week menu cycle was displayed on poor quality laminated brown paper which again
highlighted the lack of professionalism of the current catering provider

STOKE

OPENING COSTS

•

The menu was well presented on good quality paper and easy to read

The branding, marketing and merchandising of a new catering facility are essential. abm will fund up to
£6,000 of this cost along with all pre-opening staff recruitment and training costs associated with this
excellent opportunity.

•

The hot food selection was well presented and there was a good choice

•

The staff were smart and showed good customer care

•

The packaging & labelling were poor and let the product down

•

The catering facility was cluttered and kitchen area looked very disorganised and untidy

•

Cold draft from smoking area effects the counter temperature

•

No visible sign of ongoing promotional activity

GENERAL COMMENTS
Overall our impression was that the on-site teams were trying their best to provide a good service to the
TKMAXX associates with little or no support from the incumbent caterer. Whilst we understand that each
site has its own elements of individuality, there needs to be a visible consistency of branding and identity
across all sites.
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LUNCH SERVICE
SOUP
Soup will always be popular but it needs to be memorable, freshly made using the best, seasonal
ingredients. During the summer months it will be lighter or chilled and during the colder months will
be hearty and more substantial.
Our soup is available to eat in or take away offered in different sizes enabling us to present this as a
‘meal’ in itself or as an-add on purchase. We are told that nationally the demand for a hot lunch has
decreased, abm do not believe that this should be the case.
By introducing well-made home-cooked food. We know that our customers will eat with us.
We understand that everyone does not want the same and we need to encourage more associates
to use the facilities during the lunch service.. Some prefer a traditional hot lunch, some a lighter option,
and others prefer to grab and go. Our menu will meet your customer requirements and encourage a
greater number to use the facility.

MAIN DISH
Meal of the day such as sweet chilli pork on a bed of stir fried noodles, chicken katsu curry with sticky
rice or the more traditional dish of butchers sausages and mash with red onion gravy.

HOT SNACK SELECTION
Include choices such as homemade sausage rolls, pasta dishes, fish cakes, risotto and quiches.

JACKET POTATO BAR
Freshly baked jacket potatoes available:
Our proposed service offer takes into consideration our observations at each location and
our experience of managing and developing similar services.

BREAKFAST SERVICE
We will also offer a range of freshly prepared sandwiches, rolls and baguettes. Porridge, toast and
breakfast Panini choice.

PRE-MADE SELECTION
Breakfast granola pots, fresh fruit pots and breakfast cereal pots, a selection of fresh fruit juices,
breakfast croissants and bagel.
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•

Plain and simple – for those who like it just as it is

•

Filled – hot and cold fillings of the day

•

Rubbed – a range of flavoured rubs to add something different.

SALAD BAR
Freshly made “big bowl” seasonal salads available to eat in or take away.

OUR MULTI-TIER COLD CHOICES
A variety of pre made sandwiches, wraps, rolls and baguettes, a daily choice of freshly made cold
desserts, fruit pots and granola pots.

ALL DAY SERVICE
Available throughout the day a selection of: freshly made sandwiches, baguettes and wraps,
savoury and sweet pastries, canned drinks, confectionery and snack items.
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MONDAY MENU

We are a fresh food company, preparing all food freshly on sites where possible. The best quality
ingredients are turned into the best quality foods. The provenance and origin of the food we buy
is a key consideration.
We are committed to a policy of sustainable procurement, working in partnership with our
suppliers and distributors to manage the impact of our business.
The menus that our chefs develop are tailored to reflect high street trends, seasonality and
customer preferences. Over the following pages we have included a selection of menus.
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TUESDAY MENU
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WEDNESDAY MENU
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THURSDAY MENU

12

FRIDAY MENU
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MAKING IT HAPPEN
COMMUNICATION
In recognition of the importance of effective communication it is important that we have the
skills and people in place to ensure that it is delivered. This forms an important part of the operations
managers’ role. At award of contract our operations team will focus on meeting your employees and
attending restaurant forums to liaise with the associates and help finalise our opening marketing plan.

INITIAL SURVEY
Pre-opening is an important time to drive awareness and sales within the catering facility. We will set up
a “meet the caterer” stand with the intention to gather as much information about customers and their
requirements as possible. We will also take this opportunity to discuss our future plans. Throughout the
contract we will regularly survey customers using both instant and more formal tools. These include:

At TKMAXX our proposed marketing and merchandising will have two key functions; to tell
customers about the service we provide and then encourage them to spend. We understand
that not only can we influence our customers buying patterns, but is also imperative in order
to maximise sales revenue.
The most critical part is creating a comprehensive, bespoke and energetic marketing plan that
will deliver our shared objectives and communicate just how good the new offer is to our
potential customers. Knowing where our food comes from and eating seasonal produce is
becoming ever more important to our customers. Our menu promotions place real emphasis
on lifestyle marketing.

•

Paper Surveys

•

Focus groups

•

Social media

•

Phone technology

ON TREND
Jason Cloete, Executive Development Chef is continually developing our food offers, taking what is great
on the high street and transforming it into something exciting that we can use in our business. Jason is
hands on, enthusiastic and works closely with our operations teams. Furthermore, Jason is an amazing
chef and will support future functions and special events throughout the year.

We provide our sites with information on what products are in season, a list of local suppliers and
great easy cook recipes that help showcase these products. High quality, supporting point of sale
material is also available.
We will focus on the following areas:
•

Associate survey - designed to understand the customer demographic and life style

•

Establish a restaurant forum

•

Adapt and enhance the service offer reflecting survey analysis

•

Generate new interest through promotion of special events

•

Clear targeted marketing campaign

•

Create a modern look & feel with the introduction of bespoke promotional material,
signage and branding
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MARKETING PROMO CALENDAR

Opening offers – As previously stated the pre-opening period is a key time for us to win the
hearts and minds of the customers. As part of this we will distribute voucher booklets aimed
at building customer anticipation and encouraging them to use the service from day one.
As part of our marketing plan we will encourage customers to sign up for regular promotional
emails and texts which will not only include information but also additional discount vouchers
and meal deals.

CALENDARS
We will design a bespoke marketing calendar. Alongside this we have a healthy lifestyle calendar,
focused on the benefits of healthy eating and lifestyle.

CUSTOMER LOYALTY ACTIVITY
Customer loyalty schemes are now an essential and inherent part of today’s retail led society
- from coffee to drive repeat sales, to a fruit scheme to encourage healthier eating. We have a
massive level of activity designed to tempt customers and ensure they are aware of any special
offers, meal deals and events taking place across our product ranges and services.

RETAIL PROMOTIONS
Each month we will provide a minimum of four headline promotional activities to provide our
customers with deals that match, or surpass the high street. These include sandwich meal deals,
multi-buys and new product launches. We recognise regular monthly promotions can play a part
in driving attitudes towards healthy eating, so ensure healthy options are promoted each month.
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‘AT-WORK’ LUNCH DELIVERY SERVICE

RAFFLE GIVEAWAYS

APP - ONLINE ORDERING, BOOKING, COLLECTIBLE RECIPES

THEATRE COOKERY SHOWCASE FORUM
SOCIAL NETWORKS - LOYALTY PROGRAMS, COUPONS, DISCOUNTS
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CONCEPT VISUALISATION

BRAND IDENTITY COLLATERAL

We have designed a bespoke brand called “Mint & Salt Co.”. This has been created to reflect
our approach to serving home cooked freshly prepared food and drinks…
Honest fresh food served well!
All signs and labelling have been designed to subtly support and not detract from the fantastic
food on offer and will blend perfectly with the restaurant environment.
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WHY abm?
Choosing abm as your catering partner will guarantee unrivalled attention, expert support and
most importantly a service tailored specifically to reflect your values.
We are an independent company managing food services throughout the UK across a number
of sectors including, business & industry, stadia, healthcare and education.
Our independence, passion and culture enables us to focus our entrepreneurial ability and
responsiveness and compete favourably against our larger competitors who are often driven
by profit and shareholders dividends rather than quality and customer relationships.
Our formula to achieve outstanding results is simple:
Fantastic Food - we serve fantastic food made to authentic recipes,using the freshest
seasonal ingredients.
Awesome People – we value our people and understand that thetraining and support we
provide unlocks their talent and gives them the confidence and skills to do their job well. It’s not
just the food that is important, it is the whole meal experience. It all starts with friendly, smiling,
polite staff who are proud of the food they serve and the company they work for. It is a recipe
for success.
Hard Work & Fun - the abm team believe in working hard to deliver our clients objectives but
it is essential that our staff have fun and enjoy their work and we understand the importance
of showing our appreciation and rewarding their effort.
Sound management – uncomplicated yet effective, transparent management systems and
clear communication make sure we meet our qualitative and financial targets.

If you need further information or clarification please contact:
Steve Ross
t. 07966 309772
Phil Chivers
t. 07966 300290
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t. 01926 498448 | Eagle Court, Saltisford, Warwick CV34 4AF
e. sales@abmcatering.co.uk | abmcatering.co.uk

